
Martyrs Outline

• Scene opens with Jude touring their facility

◦ offers a quick recap and background on the world they're in

◦ we see dozens of recruits being trained to defend the new capitol 

• Kris is introduced

◦ says the team has been assembled for his approval

◦ we meet Dawson, Ray and Garret

▪ Dawson is optimistically sporting a new suit

▪ Garret is wearing gloves – he's the one with the death touch

◦ Jude expresses trepidations about the team

▪ alludes to the innate danger of the mission

▪ Garret immediately takes offense and challenges Jude as leader

• He's extremely hot headed, contrasting with Jude's cool nature

◦ Before Garret can throw his first punch, his head literally slides off his shoulders

▪ we see a small figure skittering away in the corner of the panel

▪ the team's first mission is tracking down whomever or whatever killed Garret

• Following a trail of bodies, the team finally corners Raj

◦ He throws something at Dawson – a knife maybe? - and Dawson powers it back

◦ the  force  of  Dawson's  power  knocks  Raj  against  the  wall,  rendering  him stunned long

enough to be taken into custody

• Kris advocates having Raj executed for his crime – citing protocol 

◦ Rei, however, instantly recognizes Raj as the boy who helped her and her brother escape the



east. 

◦ Dawson is neutral – finding the four armed boy a “neat little kid” 

◦ Jude decides to take Raj into the team's custody, half trusting Rei and half knowing the team

needs Raj

• The team suits up

◦ Develop later

◦ Raj gets his backpack and other team goodies

• The newly assembled Martyrs head out on their mission to take down the evil which needs to be

named. 

• Short interlude where we're introduced to the eastern dictator with an absurd name

◦ this definitely needs to be developed a bit more

• Flash back to the team. They're traveling in their humvee until a window is shattered.

◦ A rock is thrown through their window?

◦ They look out and see a group of men stoning a lone woman

◦ the woman, however, appears unaffected

• The team confronts the men and finds that the group is heavily armed – thanks to the eastern

forces

◦ this is the team's first battle – first chance to fully express each of their powers/skills

◦ Malika comes out unharmed from the stoning after the men are dispatched



▪ She joins the team, not really having anywhere else to go.

• We flash back to the east. One of the men who'd been stoning Malika made his way back to the

eastern compound. He reports back, giving the villain the first news of the Martyrs. The east

plans to send a team to meet the Martyrs on the road.


